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Mr D.F. BARRON-SULLIVAN to the Minister for the Environment:

On behalf of the member for Murray, I acknowledge and draw members’ attention to the fact that Reverend
Barry May and his wife Kath are in the gallery today. Reverend May is retiring after 15 years as police chaplain.
I think we all know what a very demanding and extremely important position that is, and we wish the Reverend
May well in his retirement.
[Applause.]
Mr D.F. BARRON-SULLIVAN: Now to business, and I gave the minister some notice that I would be asking
this question so that he could be fully briefed. I refer to the land at lot 211 Barnes Avenue in Australind, known
locally as Twin Rivers, which the Environmental Protection Authority described in bulletin 1108 of 2003 as
having . . . regional value for its iconic status, similar to Kings Park and Mount Henry within the Perth
Metropolitan area.
I refer also to the EPA’s recommendation in bulletin 1108 that “in view of the regional natural values of
Pt Lot 211 Barnes Avenue all of the site should be reserved”. I repeat, “all of the site”.
(1)

Why, precisely, did the then minister reject the EPA’s recommendation to reserve all of this land?

(2)

Does the minister support his predecessor’s decision to reject the EPA’s recommendation to reserve all
of this land; and, if so, why?

(3)

If the minister does not support his predecessor’s decision, will he agree to take immediate action to
prevent any further clearing of this iconic land?

Mr D.A. TEMPLEMAN replied:
I thank the member for Leschenault for his question.
(1)-(3) The EPA bulletin 1108 on the greater Bunbury region scheme was released in September 2003. The
then minister made a determination on appeals on 30 November 2004. I am advised that the then
minister formed the view, during consideration of appeals on bulletin 1108, that the site possessed a
combination of significant environmental values in a strategically important ecological location and that
an appropriate conservation outcome could be delivered without requiring the whole of the site to be set
aside for conservation as recommended by the Environmental Protection Authority. This could be
achieved by widening the proposed regional open space boundary at the southern and northern ends of
the site, and expanding the regional open space westwards to ensure that a larger area of upland
vegetation is retained. I have not viewed the site that the member specified; however, when I read
through the determination by the then minister, I can understand precisely why she made that
determination. Indeed, her determination highlights that a number of the important ecological and
conservation values of that land could be realised with that determination.
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